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Writing and reading are two central aspects of medieval literacy. For the research of these

aspects, both Latin and vernacular vocabularies played important roles, as they are reflective

of differing writing and reading practices. In this way, the concepts writing and

composing can be considered lexically distinct, as seen in the Latin in the distinction between
dictare and scribere, and in Old Icelandic setja saman and, rita or skrifa (cf. e.g. Lönnroth
1964, Ludwig 2005, Müller 2018). Similar distinctions can also be found between reading
aloud (legere/lesa), and silently (videre/sja); or publicly (praelegere/lesa upp) and privately
([sibi] legere/lesa yfir). The same can also be observed to be the case for verbs of sight
(videre/sja) and hearing (audire/heyra) (cf. e.g. Glauser 2010, Green 1994, 2007, Müller 2018,

Parkes 1999, Saenger 1999, Spurkland 2000), and in the reproduction of written texts, one
must also distinguish between reading out (lesa) and recounting (berafram) (e.g. Spurkland
2000). Furthermore, the medieval Scandinavian scripts and the connected pathways of
interpretation literacy and runacy, which can be differentiated on the basis of form, materiality,

and language, also have an effect on vocabulary (e.g. Spurkland 2004). Namely, lexical
differences between runic writing (rista) and reading (râda) and those verbs used to describe
the same processes associated with the Latin script (rita/skrifa and lesa respectively). Here,
the delineation of the verbs lesa, sjâ, bera fram, and râda makes it clear that in previous
research only isolated aspects and dichotomies were distinguished, and that these are

strongly marked by studies in the change from orality to literacy. This narrow viewpoint
has been increasingly broadened in the most recent studies in mediality, which has allowed
for new insights into literate practices (e.g. Glauser 2010, Glauser/Heslop 2018, Lutz et al.

2010, Schnyder 2006, Teuscher 2007). Besides orality and literacy, further aspects have

gained attention, such as the body, memory, visuality, materiality, authority, rhetoric, voice
and language. Mediality research has however only marginally included studies in
vocabulary. For this reason, the question as to how such new aspects are reflected in it, or indeed

to what degree they can be considered as belonging to the concepts of reading and writing.
The dichotomies discussed here are products of non-linguistic or structuralistically
influenced semantic analyses, which were concerned with word-pairs and a binary schema. A
further reason is offered by those analyses, which were limited to ofproducing fragmentary
semantic impressions, due to their reliance on single text-passages. My work on the Stur-

lunga saga offered the insight that more extensive texts also meet their limits (vgl. Müller
2018), such that the meaning of single lexemes cannot be reasoned without further doubt.

In this analysis the question also arose, as to what sort of framework connects a lexeme
and its context, as meaning is dependent on its context. A study of vocabulary requires
therefore a broader corpus as well as a theoretical approach, which incorporates the

relationship between lexeme and context. Previous research shows that a more comprehensive
linguistic analysis of the vocabulary would lead to a clearer image of the medieval lite-
racy-concepts, without reliance on the dichotomies as mentioned above, nor over-interpretation.
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A theoretical approach, which would allow for the incorporation of context, and which
is particularly suited to semantic studies is frame-semantics. In the presented dissertation,
there were two frame-semantic models of importance: that of Charles J. Fillmore and that
of Laurence W. Barsalou. Fillmore (1982/2006) builds upon the syntagmatic relationships
by means of comparing syntactic valency and its supplementary information with semantic

valency, that is, the frame with its roles. Under the term frame, Fillmore understands a

system of concepts, which are recognised as a whole, for a single concept to be
comprehensible. In the sentence I'm writing an abstract, only two roles occur: the writer as subject
and the text as the direct object. The concept of writing includes, for example, concepts
such as language and writing tool. These roles in the concept writing remain slots in
the sentence above, but can be filled, as in the sentence I'm writing an abstract in English
on the keyboard. In understanding the process, the sociocultural background plays a central
role. Writing has seen enormous technical changes in the past century, from the pen, by

way of the typewriter, to the computer. These carry with them effects on the concept.
Although Fillmore's concept is able to draw a connection between syntactic and semantic

levels, the meaning can however not be closer described on this basis. For the analysis of
such relationships, the frame theory of the cognitive-psychologist Laurence W. Barsalou

(1992a, 1992b) is better suited, as it not only depends on syntactic relations, but rather

cognition. The frame structures the concept, formed by descriptive information, which are

representative of a cognitive category, corresponding to the intension or meaning. The

structure consists of attributes, values, and diverse relations. The attributes correspond
vastly to the roles as described by Fillmore. Barsalou's model goes deeper, however, as the
attributes are designated values. This is here demonstrated with the concept writing: The
attribute of text has the values such as abstract, saga, letter, Language, the values of
German, English, Old Icelandic; Writing tool, the values of pen, typewriter, computer. An
important form of relation in Barsalou's model are constraints, which are subordinated to
attributes and values. The linguistic competence of the writer or genre-specific restrictions
limit the language, genre, writing tool etc. For stereotypical concepts, default values can be

expected. Barsalou manages with help of his model to describe concepts excellently. For
the application on historical language, however, this model faces the problem that it
assumes that the concepts are known. This gap can be bridged by Fillmore's model in building
upon the syntagmatic relationships, which are reflective of the structure of the concept.
Thus, in order to analyse the vocabulary ofwriting and reading in Old Icelandic, the lexeme
and its syntagmatic relationships form the basis.

As the attributes of frames are often slots, the research must rely on the most comprehensive

digital corpus available, for which there is no such suitable corpus in Old Icelandic.
On one hand, most corpora are based on non-critical editions, and on the other hand, core

sources from the 12th to 14th century such as the contemporary and bishops' sagas are

missing. For this reason, it is necessary, to read the texts and collect extracts relevant to the

concepts of reading and writing. This laborious sampling limits the opportunity for a large

corpus, making the need to collect particularly relevant passages even more pertinent. Thus,
three texts were found to be particularly relevant: Jons saga biskups, Sturlunga saga and

Laurentius saga biskups. This choice was based on the following criteria: They contain many
records of reading and writing, they are written in Old Icelandic, take place predominantly
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in Iceland, where they were also produced, and they are mostly transmitted in medieval

manuscripts. There are critical editions for all three texts.

Writing and reading were analysed with frame semantics in the presented dissertation

on the basis of the three corpus texts. Both analysis parts (II and III), which follow the same

structure, follow the orientation part (I), which has been summarised above, including an

introductory chapter (1) and chapters on frame semantics (2), and the corpus (3). Section II
deals with writing-concept, and III with the reading-concept. The introductory chapter
builds upon the previous research about the respective vocabularies of the following chapters,

as well as their relationships, concepts and possible frame-attributes. Subsequently,
the individual quotations relevant for the study are researched on the basis of their syn-
tagmatic relationships, and these in turn assigned to the possible frame-attributes. The

quotations are ordered both according to text and lexeme. The larger passages studied are
where necessary further studied on the basis of valency and collocations. The results of the
individual lexemes and texts are summarised at the end of the respective chapter. Part IV
consists of the conclusions of the study. From the conclusions, the following results and

insights can be summarised.
The verbs in part II can be summarised into the concepts ofwriting including rista, rita/

rita, skrâsetja, skrifa; and composing, including setja saman and dikta. Decisive for this

partition are the attributes discussed here, beginning with rita/rita, which is only minimally
differentiated from skrifa which shows a large number of attributes, of which the thematic
role accompanies in brackets: Scribe (Agent), script (Theme, i e-t/-u), contents (Theme,

urn e-t), part (Theme), text bearer (â e-t/-u), language (Theme, â e-t/-u), client (Dative,
Causer), body-part (med e-u), writing material, writing tool (med e-u), writing system
(Dative), written form (Adverb of manner), source (eptir e-u), material (afe-u) and
purpose (til e-s). Different aspects of mediality research are reflected in these attributes and
thus part of the literacy-concept. The concepts of literacy and runacy only show differences
in the values of the attributes ofwriting system, writing material, writing tool and text
BEARER.

Rita/rita and skrifa do not only evoke this frame, but also one of correspondence with a

completely different set of attributes: Sender (Agent), message (Theme), messenger (med

e-m), addressee (til e-s) and affair (urn e-t). This second frame must be considered at each

instance of the lexeme, as only individual details and complements are indicative of it.
Previous research only scarcely considered this significant semantic difference.

The difference between writing and composing can be grasped on the basis of a number
of attributes. Setja saman is distinguished with the attributes composer (Agent), text
(Theme) and rhetoric (adverb of manner). Here, the attribute rhetoric is considered to
include elocutio, inventio, and dispositio, whereas dikta includes only the attribute elo-
cutio. The attributes body-part, text bearer, writing material/writing-tool, written
form und writing system are missing for these verbs. This absence of corporeal, material
and visual attributes indicates a composition process lexically differentiated from writing.
The attributes language, source, material, contents und client with the same complements

indicate however that the concepts do overlap in a number of ways. Doubled forms
such as setja saman ok rita additionally confirm that the two processes are undertaken by
the same individual. Here, of exceptional interest is the hypernym géra bôk or bréf which
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includes both aforementioned processes. The verb directs the focus on the text as the theme
and the client as agent, likewise involved in the text's production. The concepts of
writing and composing can be lexically distinguished but also linked intrinsically.

In the reading vocabulary, analysed in part III, the verb lesa takes the position as a hy-

pernym and thus has access to the broadest frame in this category, consisting of the
attributes reader (Agent), text (Theme), written form or writing-system (Theme), voice
(Adverb of manner), client (Causer), listener (fyrir/yfir e-m, Dative), text bearer (afe-u),
purpose (til e-s), setting (Locative adverbial), and time (Temporal adverbial). For research

in orality and literacy, the attribute voice is of particular interest. Its values do not only
include aspects of audibility, but also those of aesthetics, rhetoric and correctness. This is
the case across the dichotomy of both public and private contexts, which is subject to the
attribute of setting, the values of which are very diverse, such as devotion, study, mass,
edification or presentation of letters. The values of this attribute have an influence on

voice, as the quality of the voice as a text is read differently in mass than it is in private
devotion. In consideration of this, there are a number of constraints between the attributes

text, voice, and setting. The setting also offers evidence regarding mediality, as a text is

read aloud from a writing-surface within a specific setting by means ofvoice to an audience,
who can see and hear it. The respective reading practices can be reasoned from the values

of all of the attributes. The setting may however not be equated with the reading practice
itself. Reading is primarily considered to be the deciphering and perhaps the recitation; The

setting is the culmination of what happens peripherally, into which the reading practice
itself is inserted.

The hypernyms can be delineated into different attributes and values. Lesa upp is found

uniquely in juristic and public settings and thus the value of the attribute voice is too. Lesa

yfir is different in this way, as it is used in settings, in which the reading is not audible. It
also includes the attribute accuracy which differentiates it from verba videndi sjâ and Uta.

Lesa yfir represents an exact reading, the verba videndi on the other hand for a less-exact

regard for the text bearer. This diversity of attributes and values demonstrates that verbs

cannot be reduced to binary features such as [±audible] and [±public]. The comparison of
berafram and lesa does not allow adequate consideration for the polysemy of berafram,
which includes pronunciation, exhibition, demonstration, and presentation, but which does

not necessarily exclude reading out.
The present corpus and the use of frame semantics allowed the systematic analysis of

the reading and writing concepts. The often broad frames with diverse attributes and values

demonstrate, that medieval literacy should not be reduced to dichotomies. The frame allows
furthermore the structured delineation of concepts, whereby paradigmatic relationships
and semantic shifts can be traced. Owing to this it was also possible to integrate or exclude
diverse aspects of mediality in the concepts. This permits further links to be made beyond
the areas of literacy and mediality. The analysis of the concepts on the basis of syntagmatic
relations as a methodology can be applied to further lexemes and languages, where it will
allow further insights in other areas of research.

Translated by Michael Redmond.
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